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1.

INTRODUCTION

The most important development in nucleon-nucleus physico in recent
years is the advent of polarization tranefer experiments. By muasurlng ❑uch
more than the standard croes section and analyzlng powtirin (p,P-) ●nd (P,n)
reactions, one is finally able to exploit the epln complexity of the NN interaction to inveatigat+:a wide rangt of phyalca probluma.
The impact of polarization transfur has been most dramatic in thu
medium-energy range (E > 100 M*V) where the long~r rangb of protom makm
feasible the construct on of wry ufficient polaritwters. Focal plane polaruse fox (p,p”) ●tudi~a for smwral y~ars ●t
;Z~~8JYQY$
‘n
AtJ=n
IUCF racently devaloped neutron y~arimtwrm
hav~ madt
notable contribution to the otudy of (ptn) reactions.
In this talk I will concentrate on inelastic chattering and charge exchange reactions at mtdium enargies. Section 2 diacuo~ee expmrimunta dbalinfl
with dincrett nuclear ●tates. As background I will bri,~flyIntroducralevant theoretical cocaideratione. In this eaction I will ●l-o givt somm p&rsonal views on whure such ●tudlee s-urnto b~ headwd, with particular emphaeia
on futurm tuata of modti’sbaaed on the Dirac ●quation. Tha origin of ●pinCUrrent COUTIliI’IRS “appbdrGI”very different in prboent Dirac v~rlus Schroadi~qer Baetd ❑odels and Im thug a prime tar#et for epln-obwrvable experiments. Further, only in in~lautic tiXpbriM@tItS
it
ona abla to axaminu thu
complete range of couplings pr~eunt in the Dirac roprtismntat.lmof the NN
amplitude.
In Sec. 3 I will discuss in detail k rticant LAMPF ~xperlmm,ntin which
polarization obeurvahl~a w~r~ ●mployed to ❑aku a very prwcloe atiarchfor collective effects in the n~claar p~on fiald. Thie mxperimant haa afiinteracting connection to the famous E?4C(Europ&an Muon Collaboration) ●ffoct since
explanation of thio ultrs highpionic collectivity has ken proposud ● o ar~,
energy 8Cattbr~I’Ig @YCp&IrhbIIto

———
*

Thesu are scalar,

VbCtf.)r,

tensor, paeudo~cnlar, ●nd axial vuctor.

2.

POLARIZATION
TRANSFERTO DISCREET STATES
Theoretical Background

In the moot gcntral distorted-waves formulation the expressions for the
various polarization tramftr observable are very complex. Fortunately in
recent years a great deal of attention has been fOCWbd on derivinflapproximate expressions wh re the physics contunt of the spin observable in much
more transparent.s-fiThis haa been done in the COntbXt of both the Schroedinger and Dirac equatione. A notable by-product of theat analymta ham bten
a mch IMMb obvioue connection between the effective one-body operatore of
nucleon scattering and those appearing in electromagnetic and e~mi-ltptonic
weak interaction transition.
In thie talk I will uee the eimplest of the approximate forma.
modal the transition amplitude for N-nuclwm scattering IS

iiJ~

= <JvlM(q)e-11’tlo>

In this

(1)

●nd u IS the projection of the towhtre M(q) is the NN scattering amplitude,
tal angular mmtntum tranaftr J along the q axis. Specifically

M(q) _ A + B01n~2n + C(aln + a2n) + Eolqo2q + Folpo2p

with 8=txt”,
~-fi*~, ●nd $ = ~ k *; * (~-) la th~ incid~nt (outgoing)
nucleon momentum. Equation 1 is thb plane-wavw Born approximation if one
calculates cross e~ctione. For opin obeurvablee, how~’”er,it implies only
local plane wavue sinew an F@OUmbd nuclear ●tt~nuation factor (8pin-independent) would factor out; thus Eq. 1 ie more accurately dmacribed ● s the aikonal
form. Using standard mmthrdm to QIValUatb the ●pin obearvabl~s one finds for
the crooe auction and the diauanal spin observablas for
(a) unnatural parity atatba

OoDnn - Zi (C2 + B2 + F2) - ZtE2
‘oDqq

(2a)

- Z? (C2 - B2 - F:) + @2

(2b)

OODPP = t# (C2 - B2 + F2) - Z~E2
00

(2L’)

= Z?(C2 + B2 + F2) + t~l!2

(2d)

●nd for

(b) natural parity staten

0oDnn=#(C2

+B2-F2)+P2(A2+C2)

,

(3a)

aD
~qq-*i(c’

-B2-F’)+P’(A’-c2)

aD
- +*(C’ - B2 + F’) + P’(A2- c’)
o PP

00

=~2(C2
2T

+ B’ + F’) + P’(A2 + C’)

,

(3b)

,

(3C)

.

(3d)

In the approximations we have used there ● rt no spin-current couplings
of th~ two nucleona, with the result that there aru only three nuclear matrix
elemtnte.
They ● re

spin

transvbrs~.

IT - <@@”*lo>

,

●pin Iongltudinal, ZL= <IJl~*~e-l~”*lO> ,
and scalar,

P = <ule -13+1.>

●

(4a)

(4b)
(4C)

In aplte of the simple ●omumptione mad~ thww aquatlonm providti● reasonably quantitative view of much of thu uximtinu polarization transfbr data;
thuy ●lso reproducu many of the major fmaturha of much mor~ ~omplax DWA calculation. We giva two exampleo ●e Illustrations.
Applications of the Simple tlodtl
First it la cltiarfrom Eqs. 2 ●nd 3 that th~ transvarso repin-flipprobability, Snn - (1 - Dnn)/2, Ioolatua spin-dmpendant matrix ●la~nts uniqualy. This 10 mad~ claarer by rewriting Eq. 3a ● m

snn m ~#F2/2ao .

OpifI-indbpendeLIt
Thue a “spin-flip” spuctrum Snn3 auppreosum colluctivf,
transitions. Thie i- vtiryclear !y obeervud in tk ●puctrum of Fig. 1. Thu
Uou of Snn ● s ● spin-flip filtar
ham bean ●ploytid in studl~s of t
continuaxcit~d in p,p”)
raactions!8 ●nd ill
um surrounding thm Ml rmsonanc~ rqion
(p,n) studies of the giant Gamow-Tsilar r~eonanca.$
An a sucond wxamnlu of the utility of Eqs. 2 ●nd 3 W* uxamina tha excitation of thb 1%=1 ●tatg in 12C by 500 BlwVprotons. At the ●mall mo-ntum
transfwr chum in Fig. 2 thb spin tranevbrae and -pin longitudinal form facfn dominant. In thie cam ono thm ham
tors ● r~ proportional nincb 1 - (’)

~2+B2+F7-E2

—.—
Dnnm—
C2+~2+F2+F2

,
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Polarization trmoftr ohoervablse for 12C(P,P”)12C(I+,T-1) (~-um
Raf. l). Thu curvue 10 a calculation uoing the mudul describ.,1
in thu tbxt.

Similar expressions hold for the other observable but are more complex due
to the cent~r-of-mass to laboratory transformation.5 It is clear that the
nuclear structure divides out and on~ is left with an expression which can be
ueed to test the impulse approximation interaction. The simplest form of
this interaction is obviously adequate to describe these data. Further examexperiment aru given in
ples of polarization transfer calculations a
Oeaka
Polarization Conrecent review talka by Cartyll and Taddeuccir$l~~dt&
ference.
Future Directions
One of the mat important development in Nuclear Physics in recent
n of models based on th~ Dirac equation to
is the aucceasful
applicat
a variety o: N-nucleus problems.H As you are undoubtedly ●wart much of the
impetus for the Dirac ●pproach arooe from the spectacular failure of standard
data in elaeSchroedinger-basedtheory to account for polarization iranafer
tic scattering. It haa betn often pointed out that the feature which makes
the Dirac approach so dlfftrent in its description of N-nucleus proceaeea ia
the pres~nce of a strong attractive scalar (S) and a strong repuleivu vector
(V) potential. The quantity S - V which “makes relativity important” is thus
large.
yearn

T=ots of Dirac Equat?~n Ilodele
Elaatic polarization experiments, which gave rise to the current interest in th~ use of the Dirac equation, have a limited potential for future
tests of theory. Of the five terms which ●ppear in the FINscattering amplitude for NN scattering, only S ●nd V uiflnificantlyaffact the elastic channtl
(there is olsoa @mall tonaor term which is oftan ignored). If one wants to
look at the axial vector (A), powdoacalar (P), and eenaitivlty ●t th~ tunsor
(T) te-.
inelastic or chargm-emhaum axptirimenta● r6 raquired -- not just
any inelastic axparimenta, of course, but those which involv~ spin excitawith small croea suctions. Further to be a
tions. Th*ee are often states
real test of ●ny thaory, ●s ws have learned from the case of tilaatic●cattardata are nucaoeary. Qualitative Improvtimmntein polarizad-ion
ing, pr~Ci#b
● r- probably neceosary to ● csource intensity and polarimeter afficienciea
co=plimh this.
Spin Current Coupling: An ExamYle
Much ●ttuntlon hae been duvotad racantly to the effective one-body operecattmring from both th~ Dirsc
●tors which entur the description of
Terms beyond those of Eqe. 4
●nd Schroudlnfl&rmquation ●pproached.
which involve current and spin-current coupling aro claarly ●llo~d in buth

V;lyiy!

approached. The origine of such tama, however, may b quit~ differunt in
the two typea of mod~ls. The “may k“ qualifi-r is appropriate h~ra because
progrtiao
la still bmlng made in undaratanding the dlffaruncaa ●nd ●imilariwill
tiee of the two ●pproachaa. With the assumption that real diffurunrua
rama!n wh~n all 10 understood, I will sp~culata that tixperimentssuch ● a P-A
may provide the critical eVidbnCtinecoesary to choose the “right” model.
The pulnrizntion ●nd ●nalyzing pow~r ● ra identical for i~lastic tranoitiono in th~ model outlinud ●arliur whero only static NN interactions Urb
connidurwd (distortion affhcto
coupl~d with non-z~ro Q valumo glvc rise to
mall dlffarunc~s betwa~n P ●nd A). Spin currunt coupling., howevmr, provida
drivinR terms which lmad dir~c y~to inaquali ~ ● betwumn P ●nd A. The ●ction
●nd 8Mye-i8! ara aam in such *acuraof operators of thu typm ~*~a-I*
❑ante. Figure 3 shows P-A data at 150 ?iaV for th~ 1%=0 stat~ d 12C compartidwith muveral calculations deocribtidin dutail in R-f, 15.
,,.,
!
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3.

Polarization ❑inus analyzing power data. Th% solid and dotdaahed curves are Dirac modul calculation~. The dashed curve
uscs a Schroedinger ●quation-based model. The curves are
describd in detail in Ref. 15.

It is much too early to my which (if any) calculation is favored by the
data. It dots seem clear, however, that more and much better data are required for observable which are particularly sansitive to spin-current couplings. In the confrontation of such hypothetical data with calculation it
is unlikely that both the Dirac- and Schroedinger-basedapproaches will
eurvive.

3.

THE EMC EFFECT MD POLARIZATION TWWFER

In this section I will give a brief introduction to the EMC effuct’6
and
its intbrpr~tation in terns of wxcees nuclea~ pions.17-20 This ~del establishes a connection betveen the vastly diff~rant scalee of thu Et4Cexperiment
(-200 GeV da~p-ina:astic muon scattering) ●nd the Los Alamoe experiment (500
?4eVpolarized-proton quasifree scattering). Following this I will describe
the Loo Alamom bxpmriment and ite inturprutation in terms of QXC*SS nucltiar
pions. Finally I will indulge in some speculation about quark effects in nuclei bae~d on the EMC and Los Alamos experimental rasults.
Figure 4 shwe the EMC r~sults in tbrmS of the ratio of the F’2structure
functions of iron and dmutqrium (acsumed to repres~nt a free ntiutronand pruton target) am a function of the at-.alin~
variabl-, x.21 If nucleons in n nubuhaved aa an asammbly of A frbe nuclaon~, this ratio would be
clear tarubt
It
unity over the entire range of x (neglecting small Fermi motion effmcts).
la obviously not: thus the EII!C rcault la t~lling UO, vie-d ● ven ●t theee ultra high emrgias, that nuclti have aoma very intermating structure.
Attumpto to undbrotand this atructuru hav~ Inspirwd mora than 20 theoretical
papers in the past two ymara. Th*se theor~tical efforts may be cl.assifi~d
roughly in two diffarent catuguriun: thoatiwhich invoke some new~uark-lev~l
—.
physics in nuclei, ●nd thwe which attribut~ thu EHC effect to~caaa nucluar
pione--a “conv~ntional” ❑any-body tinhancemmnthmploying muaon, nucl.uon~and
isobar dugraua-of-fr~udom,and hence not ~aquirin4 new quark effucta in
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Deep-inelastic
SLAC data.

l-pton scattering from the EMC group

md

older

nuclei. Hodels of the first
type typically
contain
paruters which ●now
one to obtain the llHC●ffect through quark-l~vel mechanisms--the
magnituda of
Tha unhancod pion fiald calthis ~chanicm ueually remains to b~ t.xplained.
culation, on thu other hand, can be done with no frw pSrS=~tbrS.
FIgur- 5 •~rizas
tha idbaB underlying
the pionic enhancement model.
Bri6fly, dtiti~inalaaticlepton ●catt~ring (DILS) ●t very high ●nergitis io duinteraction
btweun Ieptons ●nd
●cribed In tbrma of the electromagnetic
quarks.22 Thase may h valoncc quarks, those determining
the charge,
baryon
q~ excinumbar, etc.,
of the nucleon,
or ●ua quarkm, ●rising from s~tric
tations.
Am ● n example of ●aa-quark ●ccttering (Fig. Sb), ● photon can
plon.
intmract with the q or ~ of ● virtual
This can happan in free-nucleon
DXLS nince the ●xparimant 10 inclumive with no observation of the final nuof king
clear ●tate. In nuclear matter, th~ WIN vertax has the possibility
enhanrad by thw process ●hOwn in Fig. SC. Such ●n ●nhancammt, rumlting
fromm
●ttractivti
?lH int~raction
in the pionic or Imovtictor spin-longitudileptona could
nal channel, would yield excess pions from which high-energy
acattbr.
Viewing the nucleus ●a ●n ●saambly of nucleono ●nd pions,
a pion
to anhancad ●catttiring
in thti rmgion x - ~/~
(the
excbes leads naturally
kinematic point whert elastic
muon-pion ●catt ~\ln8would take Placm). Inthti
original
pion-excmss model of Llewellyn-Smith it in shown that the EHC
pion ●xceos in iron
effuct uxtrapolatad
to x = O III roughly thu fractional

?~ron(po) - ~ .
firon

F;(x=u)

Thus the original EHC data imply firon

M

0.15.

.
N

Fig.

5.

N

Diagrams for deep-inelaatic lapton scattering (a and b).
ble enhancement of the mNN vertex is shown in c.

Posei-

The Pion Excess ?40deiand 500 MeV Proton Scattering
and the Los Alamos experiment is
The relation between the EMC experiment
shown schematically in Fig. 6. In both reactions one seeks evidence of a
many-body enhancement at flNNvertex. The experiments are obviously unrelated
except through a common interpretation in terms of the enhanced pion field
model. In the former case the mdtil provides excess q{ pairs from which
high-energy lepton can scatter; in the latter. it providea pions which can be
more readily exchangtd between an incoming nucleon and the nucleons of the
nucleus. To make clear the role of the isovector spin-longitudinal response
function in the description of both experiments we summarize the appropriate
equations below (PS given by Ericson and Thomas, Ref. 18, for the EMC
effect). For DILS one calculates the pionic contribution to the F2 etructure
function of iron by folding the pion intensity function h(y) with the pion
structure function, F~P viz.~

6F2(x) = jlh(y) F;(;)dy
x

with

(5)
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Fig. 6.

ENHANCEMENT

Schematic relation between lepton and nucleon scattering in the
pion excess model.

(6)

where g is

the coupling constant dnd F(q2) the form factor at the wNN vertex.

In the description of the isovector spin-longitudinal (pIon-exchange)
scattering of nucleona by nuclei one ham

(7)

where ONA and Up are respectively the epin-lonflitudinalcroaa sections for
NA and h scattering, N 10 an effective number of nucleons, and RL(q,~), the
function
which al~o appears in Eq. 6.
ieovtctor epin-longitud~nal teeponae
More detail about Eq. 7 and the experimental determination
of OL ia given
below.
Inclusive Quaaifree Scattering and Rl(q,w)
Theru are two fuaturee which Ret our experiment apart from others which
have used the nucleon as a probt of pionic effects.

First, an in the EMC experiment, our point of reference IS deuterium.
We compare the spin-dependent response functions for a heavy target (Pb in
our case) and 2H using identical experimental techniques. If the predicted
many-body effectB are prenent in Pb even at a very small level, they should
be detectable in a pteciee ratio experiment.
Second, we use the technique of complete polarization tranafer23 to
reaponoe in
separate the spin-longitudinal (8”6) and spin-transverse (~x~)
the continuum as n function of u (across the entire quaeielastic peak, w - 20
to 100 HeV). The responses are ~asured at a momentum transfer q = 1.75 fro-l
which corresponds co the maximum predicted enhancement of RL(q,w) in most
mode1s.
The,experiment ccrnsistsof precise determinations of the polarization
transfer coefficients L, DSS9 and
N-!or 500 MeV protons inelastically
scattered from Pb and “b
2 at q = 1.15Y m . The experiment utilized longitudinal (L), sidewayg (S), and normal (N) polarized beams from LAMPF in conjunction with final polarization analyaia from the focal-plane polarimeter of
the high-resolution spectrometer. The quantities constructed from the above
data are the longitudinal and transverse spin-flip probabilities defined by

sL-:(l-

~N + (Dss - ~L)SeCe~ab) s

The free NN scattering amplitude is written aa in Sec. 1 as

where the a-a are projections of the Pauli apinors along ; = k x !?-,
;-t”is the incident (outgoing) nucleon momentum
k, and ~ = ~ x ~; ~(k”)
direction. The spin-longitudinal and transverse cross sections can be formed
by

(8)

with

1NN=A*+B*+2C2+E2+

F2

.

Here INN la the differential cross section. Obviously for NN scattering the

combinatiore for aL and OT isolate pure spin-longitudinal and epin-traneveree
couplings of the two-nucleon interaction.
For medium-energy nucleon-nucleus interactions we take the following
ansatz

IsL = I‘NS~RL(q,@Ne
lST = INNS~R#q,@Ne

(9)

I = INNR(q,@Ne

with the spin-longitudinal, transverse, and total reeponee functions defined
as

R(q,w) -

C2+B2+F2
INN

E2
~RL+

%+

A2+C2R0
INN

,

where

Ro = I<q,ul e-i6”*10>12 .

N is the eff tive number of part!.cipatingnucleone as defined by Bertsch
fid ,cholten~~ The approximation implied in Eqs. 8 and $ba;~ well
satisfied for forward-angle scattering of 500 MeV protons.
With the assumption that scattering from tieuterium represents free
and from Eqs. 8 and 9 one finda
plus pn scattering, we have FD
a = s~,

and

pp

spls~

= RL(q,u)/R(q,w) ,

(lo)

s;%;

= ~(q,@/R(q,@

(11)

,

(12)

ThuFIthe simple ratios (Eqs. 10 and 11) depend only on ratios of response
functions for Pb. The super ratio of Eq. 12 can be ueed to contragt the two
epindependent response functione of Pb.
The experimental Bpin-flip probabilities for Pb and 2H are shown in
Fig. 7. It la clear that there iB no evidence of many-body enhancement
in
the opin-longitudinalchannel (Fig.~a)
since there in no significant difference between Pb and 2!4. Likewise in the transverse channel we ~et no tvidence of collective behavior. This is consistent with what IB known of the
transverse response function in th
range of momentum transfer as derived
from inclusive (e,e”) experiments.

49

The question that remains to be settled is, what is the sensitivity of
the present experiment to excess pions or ~quiv~lently to collectivity in the
i80Vect0r Spin-longitudinalrteIponae.
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Longitudinal and trannveree spin-flip probabilities for lJband
at q = 1.75 fr”-l.

2H

Spin-Ieoopi~ Response Functione
followe thu
Calculation of the npin-ieoepin reoponeea in this
methods used by Alberico, Ericeon, and Molinari (AEM). 28%
Even though our
primary intereet .Lein the spin-lon~itudlnal response we con~ider the transverse as well since, as emggeated by AEM, much of the theoretical uncertainty
associated with the use of infinite nuclear matter should di~appear if one
analyzea the ratio RL/’~. The rebponee functions are calculated in infinite
nuclear matter using the random-phaes approximation (RPA). The NN interaction in the longitudinal channel IS taken to be a ❑ixt~re of ona-pionexchange plus a repulsive ehort-range repulsion represented by the ueual
Fermi liquid parameter g~. The transverse force ie a combination of rhomeaon exchange and R~. With a “reasonable” value of g~ - 0.7, the hthavior
of the NN interactions and the aeaociated response functio~a in the range
q = 1.78 fro-l are shown in Fig. 8. The (propoead) attractive behavior of V~h
at q - 2 fro-lresults in an enhancement and a softenin (shift to lower bl’Wrgias) of R . In contract
tht repuleive behavior of V$R laade to a quenching
to the frte Fermi-Ga6ireeponee.qPAn
alternaand hardenkng of ~ with respect
tive interaction favored by the JGlich/Stony Brook/Saclay
schoolwould not
produce an enhancement in RL and consequently no exce~s pione for the EMC
effect.
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(a) Longitudinal and traneverne partlclwhole Inttiractionoin th~
mud~l d=ecribed in thu taxt. (b) R@nponee func.tionnat
q - 1.75 t’m-lfrom the interaction nhown ahovrn. (c) Ratiu of
reoponnu func.tiunn.
longitudinal to trerII!Vbrnli
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Calculation

of R1, ~

for 500 MeV
—.Protons

To compare the resulte
of the infinite nuclear matter calculation of
the ree nse functions to ●xperiment one uses the local-density approximation>Z,28 This IB accomplished in a eomewhat different fashion for protone than for weakly interacting leptone which eee the entire nuclear volume.
The =thod w employ ie to generate a eennitivity profile--an interaction
probability v~rsus radius for 200-MeV protons interacting with Pb and producing outgoing protons at the appropriate
ecat ering angle.
This iaJ accom! 1 the results of which are
pliehud via an intranuclear
caacade calculation
ehown in Fig. 9. For comparison we alao chow the eeneitivity profile,
r2p(r), for a weakly interacting probe. The profile for protons ie then
foldtidtogether with R.PAcalculaticna performed at the appropriate nuclear
functions
are similar to thoet obtained by a
daneity.
Th~ resulting response
Froton sampling the nucleuo at an average dbnaity p = 0.45po. Further detail~ of the avaraging procedure, including the method of handling e neutron exceee for Pb, will be d~ecribed in a forthcominflpublication.0
The mixed iaoepin nature of the (p,p”) reaction must also be accounted
for
comparing to theoretical models of the pure spin-iaospin reeponO@e,$8-m Thie 10 accomplished by analyzinflthe 500-MeV NN phase-shift eolutiona3J in terms of ieoepin components. The results at q-= 1.75 fro-l are

3.62 for longitudinal
1.15 for transvbrs~

Calculation of the iooecalar respon~ee rely on the reasonably
well-establish.
ad obaurvation that th rbEIidualepin-dtipenduntforct in the nucleus in this
weak,3t The corraepcr.dingraspone~ functions, R~=O, ~-o,
channel ifJVbry
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Fig.

9.

Sensitivity profile of 509 MuVprotons interacting with 208Pb and
pruducing prutone at 18.5° in the lab system (hietugram with aasoc.iat~dpuinto). Also shown aru r2p(r) ●nd p(r) for 208Pb.

are hence taken to be thoee of a free Fermi
..

with

experiment

Gaa.

The qu~ntitiea compared

are then:

The results of these calculations with the values of Fermi parum@t6r
g~ - 0.1O and 0.9 are shown in Fig. 10 (dashed and dot-daehed cur
Included in the data set are the five points published previously ‘ga!;d a new
point at u = 19 MeV (this IS not included in Fig. 10a where the data are
averaged over u). Although the predicted enhancement in ~ /~T ia o~$y aodest
with the original parameter (s6 = 0.7) used by Ericeon ank Thomas,
one
ntill meem no avidence for it in our data. When g- ia raieed to 0.9
virtually all collectivity in RL disappears reeult!ng in bttta? agruement
with our data but virtually no exceaa pion~ for this model of the EMC efftct.
of Lhe infinite nuclaar
Objection have been raiaed35 about the validity
matter--local Fermi-Gas calculation in the range u < 40 !leV,precia~ly where
the deviation of theory from experiment ie greataet. We believ~ thestiobj*c-
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Fig. 10. Comparison of theory

and experiment for the ratio R /RT (integrated ov~r M In (a)).
The calculations ● ru for vakUMOof
!!~ - *055 (solid), g~ = 007 (dashed), ●nd g~ = 009 (dottad)o

tions are unfoundad for the following reaeons.
‘ire” calculation
‘here “ conlinging
exp~rimental evidence that even the eimpleet Femi-Gae
S2
●ccounte reasonably well for continuum (p,P-) cross s~ctions (roughly the
spin independent response, ~) down to the region of stro
ant resonances
(u < 20 PleV). A more sophisticated version of the modul,?!,9i the o~miInfinltti slab approximation,
quantitatively
reproduces the shape and cross
section
of the continuum in this region. Second, because we analyze only
ratioa of response functimne,
even the remaining ~hortcomin ga of the FermiGaa model are unimportant. Eabeneen and Bertnch3 have ahown that tt.elocal
Fermi-Gae treatment of ~/R
accurately followe a more eophietlcated calculation where binding energy e1 fhcte ara included--even in the rang~ u * 20 WV.
Further evidence againet piontaas the dominant source o the low-x EMC
5
recent Cal lations by Bbrger
bt
al.
, 0 Stump et
53
❑ o~=and Thomas.
i~~~f~ and
co-aby from
Ericeon
Th*sa calculations take more careful
account of the mommtum balance in the pion excess model of deep-inelastic
lepton scattering. The result la that even the modest value of g~ = 0.7
givee insufficient enhancement at small x (x < 0.3) to reproduce the EMC
Stump et al. favor a value in the range U~ = 0.55 in ordur to obtain
effbct.
the magnitude of the low-x EMC effect. Ae 18 obvious from Fig. 10 (solid
CUrVb)
ouch ●n enhancement in RL in completely Inr,oneiattntwith our data.
Summary and Conclusions
We find no evidence for collectivity in the iuovbctor spin-longitudinal
rusponee function from a comparison of 500-MeV proton ●catterir:,from Pb nnd
2H (Fig. 7). On the basia of our beat analyeirnof th 500-MeV prOtJn scattering data, excess nuclear pione are unlikely to be the dominant source of
the low-x EMC affect. To be semi-quantitative,our experiment IS conaietent
with no more than 0.05 exceaa pione aa the Bource of the E14Ceffect
in iron.
Recalling that the intetcapt (1 - Firon/F! )x- 10 roughly this fraction, one
must look ~leewherg
tc understand t?e low-x ESC enhancement. This, of
coursa, leaves fjvarifst
y of quark-level nuclwar etructure wxplanatio~a of the
EMC axp@riment3 --a ~oru tixcitingproepbct if one 10 ●ftur rbal ~vidance of
quark phyaice in nuclear structure.

To close, ●now me to use a rather simple-minded fifiuru(Fig. 11) to
illustrate the complementarily of our exp~riment and that of the EMC. It IS
a complamantarity that may need to be brought to baar for futur~ experimental
searches for quark effecte
in nuclear structure. High-energy exp~rimento
certainly probe quarks (and gluona) in nuclei, But the traditional dugreee
of frwudom of nuclei, nucleone and mueone, may ●lao bu relevant to the drnocription of ~ven these very high-energy procesuao. Only by combining the
will
views of nuclei provid~d by vbry ●hort and relatively longer Wavelength
W* bu able to choose the mot appropriate dugraee of fruudom for d~ecribing
nuclear structure.

I

Fig. 1:. Schematic raprmaentation of high-anargy scattering probing the
distributions of quarks and antiquarks (top) ●nd ❑twliuranargy
ocatcering probing the distributions of ❑ ceona and nuclaons (bottom).
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